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Introduction: 

Citrus Canker is a bacterial disease of worldwide distribution occurring wherever citrus is grown. 

It is a serious menace to citrus orchards .                        .  

The pathogen incites severe canker disease in a number of citrus species on stems, leaves and 

fruits. The disease attacks most of the species/varieties of citrus.      . 

 

Symptoms: 
 The disease occurs on leaves, twigs, older branches and fruits. 

 Leaf lesions first appear as small, round ,watery, translucent spots. 

 They are raised and become yellowish brown. 

 They first develop on the lower surface and then on both the surfaces. 

 As the disease advances spot becomes white or grayish and finally ruptures in the centre 

giving a rough, corky, and crater like appearance. 

 Lesions consisting of depressions with raised margins are called canker. 

 On large branches the necrotic lesions (cankers) are irregular, rougher, and more 

prominent. The lesions on the twigs are usually irregular in form. The lesions on the fruit 

are similar to those on the leaves but lack the yellow halo. 

 Cankers on twig cause them to break. 

 The injury to fruit is skin deep. 
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  Symptoms of Citrus  Canker on leaves(A) and fruits (B) 

 

Causal Organism: 

 Xanthomonas  citri (Hasse) Dowson. Syn.Pseudomonas citri Hasse;Bacterium citri 

(Hasse). 

 It consists of a short, motile rod (1.5-2.0 x 0.5- 0.75 µ) furnished with a single polar 

flagellum (monotrichous). It lacks endospore   formation. It is a gram negative, aerobic 

form surrounded by a mucilaginous capsule. It forms chains. 

 

Disease Cycle: 

 Infection takes place through the stomata and wounds. The disease is not soil borne. The 

pathogen perennates in the old lesions on the twigs still attached to the host plant. It 

multiplies rapidly in the inter-cellular spaces 

 From there it is carried by driving rains and by insects to new localities. Man functions as 

the chief agent of dissemination by planting infected nursery stock in new localities. 

 Temperature  between 20
o 
to 30

o 
Celsius with good evenly distributed rains are most 

suitable. Presence of free moisture on the host surface for at least 20 minutes is essential 

for successful infection. 
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Disease cycle of Citrus Canker 

 

Control Measure:- 

 

      Eradication 

 The disease is controlled by the eradication of diseased trees. This is accomplished by 

removing the trees with advanced infection and burning them. 

: 

    Pruning 

 The infected trees may be cured by removing the diseased foliage and branches with 

pruning scissors and then spraying the trees with one percent Bordeaux mixture at regular 

intervals. 

 The use of disease free nursery stock for planting is the best method of controlling the 

disease. 

 The fallen infected leaves and twigs should be collected and burnt. 
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       Spraying 

 Spraying with Bordeaux mixture and lime sulphur is a useful measure to protect the fruit. 

It should be done during the first three months after the beginning of fruit formation. 

Spraying should commence before the onset of rains and repeated during the rainy 

season. 

 Citrus nurseries should be raised in places away from the regions of heavy and protracted 

rainfall.  

 The use of antibiotic sprays is useful in controlling the disease. Streptomycin sulphate 

and Phonomycin have been found to be effective.  Spraying with neem-cake is effective 

in controlling citrus canker. 

 


